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theori':~5 is quite different than the above picture would suggest. Instead of forbidding 

pr.;;c09nition from happening, these theories typically have sufficient symmetry to sug-

ses; rr.c:t pr.enomena akin to precognitit,,1 should occur in a manner qualita .. .;cly, 

:;!;houGh not necessarilyc:uantitativdy .. similar to' the occurrC::lce of retrocognition. 

hr.eeci, phenomena involving a reversed tif!1e order of cause and effect are generally 

C;{c!t.:o0d from consideration on tr.e ground t~at they have not been observed, rather 

i~:~n because the theory forbids them. This exclusion itself introduces an clement of 

c:;ymm-:;try into the physical theories, which some physicis·ts have felt was improper, 

(;j" r~qlljred further explanation.2 Thus, if such phenomena indeed occur, no change 

i:1 ~he fundamental equations of physics would be needed to describe them. Only a 

ci~Gnge in the solutions used would 00 ::.ecessary. 

The detai Is of these aspects of physics re levent to this poss; bi lity wi II be 

Diven balow. However, it is worth noting first that the occurrence of physical effects 

::~Cir propagate backwards in time may be related to precogryitipn very indirectly. To 

$22 thi:s, weiote that the information about the past that is available to any person 

at a given time does not mainly consist of his sense data at that instant. Indeed, we 

usually do not think of sense data as g;ving :--~~or;:.,;:.tion about the past, although 

strictly speaking it is the past ..... ie arE; c:'servi:'l9, because of the finite time required 

for any .<nown type of signal!; to propcgate across space. Instead, our information about 

:~0 pest comes either from infeier . .::es :IE; :::l,,& ~:;om these observations, or through the 

0n~ owe; _{)e~~ ::;oservation~ tno: Wc, or others, nav,;; made in the past, ,:md which have 

s:....-.~er.ow t-c:"::1 stored in our brains. I Approved For Release 2000/08/10 : CIA-RDP96-00787R000100130003-6 
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A plausible analogy between information about the past and future would 

~uSgest that if information about ;'he future is available to a person at all, the main 

~Durce of it might well be observations that he or others will make in the future, and 

·,'.,i,ich will then be stored in his brain. It might be expected that whatever the mecha-

nism of precognition, it could work more easi Iy UpOI') the future state of the perci pi-

!::nrs own brain than on the world outside. In other words, I am sugg8sting that pre-

cognition, if it exists, is basically a remembrance of things future, cn analogy to 

;:,~:mory, rather than a perception of future events, an analogy to sense perceptions 

<:·f ~he very recent past. This suggestion has at least the merit of being fairly easy to 

,,,,57 ·through simple experiments, or perhaps eV-2'n through a r.areful !iterature saaieh. 

: shall spell out below some of the si.-:.,')/e consequences of this model for precogni-

Hon, and how to test it •. If it is correct, it would not dire.ctly indicate the physical 

mechanism for precognition, any more then the existence of memory indicates its 

physical mechanism. However, if it does turn out that mcmor}, can operate ;r,:0 the 

future as well as into the past, it would suggest that the symmetry of physical laws 

rr.enf"ioned above is involved, and I"hat p~ysic;s·::.;have been premature in discarding 

those solutiof.s t~ their equations that describ:; reversed time order of cause and 

effect. 
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;1. Time Symmetry of the Equations of Physics 

';'>-:.:: equations that describe the evolution in time of physical phenor.,3na 

, ;"~ ,:~ r::i;:cr simple form according to relativity theory. A typical example, which 

.. '_Ir~;::,;s 'rhe main points, is the wave equation in one space dimension, whose form 

, , 

Fl Jf lff 1 
p(x, t) (1) - --'-

~ 
-

2 2 aX c ot 

>"'."~ c ;,; ~he velocity at which the wcves move through space. In this equation, 

.: ~:;::,::.~~nj's the amplitude of some wave phenomenon, and p a material source for 

., .~ .. ::;:::;, fer instance, 9f might represent an electric field strength, and p the 

;':i~c::il~n of charge or current that p,oduces the field. In a physico; .:pplication of 

:: ':!::'J,~ti:):ll 'Ne. would take p to be c prescribed function of spacG ..:.;nd Hme, and 

.-:' ::1Q i3GUai'ion to calculate % for all values of x and t • The values obtained 

'.: J wi ii depend on i'he value of p , but in a rai'her,cornpl~x way. However, gen

":d: l s:;2aking, a change in p at one point in space and time, will lead to a change 

.1. 

, ~ ::t ;';1Cny points in space and time, in a way prescribed by the equation. A human 

i:'~;, or on instrument, sensitive to the value ~f ff in some region c,f space-time will 

';"~f:;~e receive differenT impulses depending on the value of p in other regions of 

·::'::-tirne, and hence will know somet'hing about what is happening in those other 

'·;,::'1$, Clecrl y, t~;a rele-don between p and ff is a critical factor in determining 

\ . . , 
., r0Dions of space-time are occes$;Sle to c ?articular observer thioJgh measurement 

",' -: '-'J or ti-,c; vr,rue or" ri ,. '! ' - p c.~ :1,$ oc,-~,on, 
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&3COlISC equation (1) ;S G sacor.':! ordzr partial differential equation in the 

';i;1";C, it has in general two sets of solutions. The particular form of equation (1) is 

~uch that one set can be obtained from the other set by the change of t into - t " 

in both y5 and in p • We can study the character of these s.olutions by considering 

:he simple case in which p is a transient disturbance, sud) as a li9hl' bulb that is 

;:Jrned on and off in a short period of time, and is limited to a,small region of space. 

Vie shall call the point at whi ch p is locali,zed xor to • The solutions for this case 

.:;cn then be described as follows. One solution, called retarded, has yJ == 0 for all 

drn0s earlier than to' everywhere in space. For times after to' )J is non-zero 

ct the points x = x ± ct • This corresponds to the generation of lwo pulses 
o 

·:;r radiation, each travelling outward from the source point at velocity c • An ob-

~erver at a distance d from the poid x would detect this radiation at a time t, 
o 

lal'er than t by ,dlc, the time taken for the radiation to travel tl:e distance d. 
o 

This retarded solution is' the one generally chosen to represent the physical phenomena 

described by the wave equation. 

The other s,?lution, obi'ained from the retarded solution by letting t -to - t , 

is known as the advanced solution. It has the property that Xi = 0 for t later than 

t , everywhere in space. For t earlier than t I 9f is non-zero at the points o , 0 , 

x == x ± ct. This solution may be interpreted eil-her as two pub;;$ of radiation 
o 

travelling outvvards from the source, b'l' backwards in time, or as two pulses coming 

fiC.-:i spciial infinity, but forward:; In ;il':ie, to m<::et at the source at t • With either 
o 

inrerpretation of the advanced solui'ic:1, there is as:::ociated with the disturbanc.:. ':'7 

to I dfccts at limes earlier t~,an 
'0 ' 

~~j'her then later than t ,as for the retarded 
o ' 
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/\n observer at a distance d from the point x would 'detect the radiation 
, 0 

c'::iTcs~\)rH:ling to the advanced solution at a time t, earlier than to by d/c. In 

th~ case of un electromagnetic wave, travelling at the speed of Iighf, this time is 

U~UGiI!' vcr)' short. When d correspo,.ds to a distance of a fow meters, dlc is about 

1/1CO of a microsecond, so that the aavanced notice of a disturbance available in 

this W.:ly would not be' very useful. If one considers waves propagating more slowly, 

slfch as sound waves, the advanced notice would be 'somewhat longer, but sfi II too 

shod' to be directly useful for precognition. However, indirect effects of advanced 

wuves are more promising, and wi II be discussed below. 

Whatever use we could make of advanced waves, we must first ask whether they 

<:c:i'ually occu'r in the world, as against occurring as mathematical solutions to equa-

tlons. The general solution to equation (1) is a linear combination of the retarded 

Gnd advanced solutions, with unknown coefficients. As m'entioned above, physicists 

have usually, a Ithough not always,2 supposed that the coeffi cient of the advanced' 

sol uti on is zero, and only the retarded one is present. The reason for this is that ad-

vanced effects do not appear to occur, at least within some range of ~ccuracy. The 

evidence for this is simple. If there were advanced effects comparable in size to re-

tarded ones, many bizarre astronomical phenomena would be observed. For example, 

two images would be seen of a planet, or other astronomical objects, displaced by 

the distoncethat the object moves in 'iwi Ce t~a time it takes Ii ght ,to go from the ob-

jed to earth. For the planet M::,(~, thesa i.".-,,:::;cs would be displaced by rr.~~e than 

the planets apparent diameter, and wou:-=: heve r:,~..=r. easily detected. Another exam-

pIc: is that phenomena that occur :::r ::l W(;:: oe~:;ncd time at tho place of origin, such 
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::;$ cruetion of a solar prominence', would appear to occur twice in the same spot, 

~:lCC corrc:spondir.g to the arrival of the advanced wave, and then later corresponding 

to the! m;jvaI of the retarded wave. Since these phenomena have not been reported by 

astroncrr.ers, we may conciude that advanced waves are not as strongly produced as 

rctord,::;d waves. 

However, j'his does not ir.-,ply that i'hey are not produced at all. Conceivably, 

tho ratio of strength of advanced and retarded waves is quite small, but not zero. 

This ',;,ould not necessarily make the advanced waves useless for precognition, but 

lYould /'.::ther imply I'hat precognil'ion would not be as effective as ordi nary percep-

tion, or as memory of the post, a conclusion for which there is ample evidence. Ex-

pr:r.i8nts to detect a relativelY,smali amount of advance~ light wave are not hard 

to 1 :nugine, and I have suggested some, that may soon be carried out by Prof. Ri ley 

t'~ewman of the University of California. In the simplest such experiment, a light 

source is turned on at a'time that is very sharply defined, soy to within 10-9 seconds • 
• 

;\ detector is placed at a distance of 10 meters from the source. The detector will 

ordinarily indicafe th~ presence of the retarded wove after about 3x 10-8 
seconds 

have passed, corresp-:mding to the transit ti;-;;e 'of the light over the 10 meters. If 

an advanc~d wave is also present, the detector would react to it at ~ time 3x 10-
8 

seconds before the light i~ turned on, and this time is large enough that the ad-

vC:1ced and retarded signals are easi Iy distinguished. The consequence of not turn-

ing on the light after the advanced signal is dcl'3cted is left to the reader to con-

sider. Professor Newman believes that en cdvanced wave of intensity as little. as 

19 
one fXlrt in 10 of the retarded wave could x detected in this way, so we should 
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~-:;on know if advanced electromagnetic waves occur. Advanced solul'ions fe, .)ther 

::.inds of wave moHon, such as sound can be treated by similar mathematics. How-

~;v8r, since ,these motions generC1l1y involve a real medium through which the wave 

n;oves, such as the atmosphere, it is unclear whether the int~rpretation would be the 

:;crne. 1"10 experimental evidence about such advanced solutions is known to me, 

, 
[' 
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III. A Mode I for Precogni ti on 

In the following, I shall outline a very speculative model for precognition 

thor relies on advanced waves. The model is qualitative rather than quantitative, 

~8cause it involves workings of the brain, where detailed physical information is 

l!navailable. Yet.1 believe that model is sufficiently precise that it can easily be 

;".Js'eed, providing that precognition can be demonstrated at all. 

We assume that when some sensory input reaches the brain, an osci Ilatory 

variation of some internal patterns 1n the brain occurs, which is specific to the input. 

T:lis oscillation persists for some period of time in at least pad of the brain. When 

l~:e person involved remembers the stimulus, what has happened is that the stored , 

o:.cillatory pattern has influenced another part of the brain, bringing the memory 

into consciousness, or at least into something accessible to cGnsciousness. Those 

familiar wah the literature on memory will recognize that I have given a very sketchy 

descdption of one model for short term memory. There is some i~dication that long 

term memory involves rather ciifferent mechanism~. 

Suppose now that the osci IIc.·o:)ry pattern set up by an external stimulus has 

not only a retarded part, which piOpagates forward in time, but also an advanced 

part, propagating backwards in time. Althougt. we co :lot know what equations t:".is 

pattern would satisfy, it is not impk10s;~le that these equations are suffi ciently 

similcr to Eq. (1) that both types of soiution exist. As in the case of light waves, 

· .. he relative amounts of the two the: ore ;r:volvc.:: ,tl an actual situation is not de-

termincd by the equation, ad must be decided by experiment. I shall assume that 
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th8 advanced part is non-zero, but presumably smaller than the retarded part, since 

p;ccognition in procti cc is not a very effective way of getti n9 information. Since 

ihe retarded part of the oscillation, which in this model allows memory of the past 

~() occur, is known to persist for at least some time, without great attenuation, it is 

possible but not certain, that the advanced oscillation would be able to propagate 

(or a corresponding time into the past before the stimulus occurs. So at least over 

:-:"115 period of time, by a process similar 1"0 memory of the past, it could be possible 

fGr the advanced pattern to be brought into consciousness, so that the person involved 

\','ouid "remember" j-he future stimulus connected with the advanced pattern. 

This in brief outline is the model for precognition that I wish to consider. 

Th2re are several qualitative features of this model that can be sfmply recognized. 

1). One can only "remember" fhings that one will eventually sense, or lea,rn about 

Ihroughsomeone else's report. At least this is the case if one disregmds the possibil-

ir/ of extrasensory information to be obtained at a later time and rememberd by this 
. '. 

m~chanis~ at an earlier time. While this neglect may not be entirely lJstified, it 

would seem a useful working hypothesis, since, in any event, the amount of informa-

tion obtained by extras~nsory mecns is small compared to the other sources I am con-
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2). If the retarded oscillc:t.:xy patten', is correlated with short term memory, and if 

.. 
I ~ 
I 
1 
I 

the latter has a relatively short term of operation, then we will expect that the ad-

vcn:cd pattern would also have a similarly sholt range into the past. This would imply 

I 

I 

thar precognition would be coirective only for eV2:<ts in the not very distant future, I 
I 

?2~r,Gi:S or. the scale .:,f hours. Within t:-.;'s time period, precognition would be expected i , 
II 
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to show a "decayll curve sirr:ilar to that s.hown by ordinary memory. Thus precognition 

''Iould become easier as the percipient approached to events more closely in time. 

However, if precognition became a well controlled ability, it would become 

possible to "pass" information back indefinitely into the past. For example, suppose 

~om80ne were going to observe an earthquake at noon,and became aware of it prc-

·:.;cgnitively at 11 :45. He could write out the sentence "There will be an earthguake 

or noonll, and show it to other people ~ The recording of this sentence would then 

ii'£clf become a new stimulus, which could Se recognized precognitively sometime 

c·2Fore it WC1S real, or ideally, more than the 15 minutes warning gained by the imag-

ined precognition. This process could be repeated indefinitely, and sot he· 

wGiIling time increased indefinitely. Of course, several paradoxical results can be 

reached in this way, and these will be alluded to ~Iow. 

3). There should be little or no correlation between the spatial location of the 

primary event and the ability to precognize it. This is because precognition is oper-

atin::ron the future state of the percipients own brain, rather I·han directly on the dis-

tont event. For example, if there were a supernova explosion in a dist~nt galaxy, 

whose light will reach earth 15 minutes from now, precognition would be able to 

give a warning of that explosion sometime before the light reaches earth, about as 

well as it could about an event that occurs in the percipients immediate vicinity. 

4). We would expect that the same types of external and internal factors that are 

known r·o effect ordinary memory, SJch as drugs, fatigue, age and training might be 

expected to have similar effects on precognition. The demonstration of such diffcr-

CI1!iol effects would of course be very exciting for parapsychological studies. 
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5), If we omit from consideration the precognitive "chains" discussed under 2) above, 

it should not be poss; ble for anyone to precognize about any event that wi II occur 

errer that persons death, since no sensory input about that event could ever reach his 

brain. This conclusion is independent of the length of.time that the advanced pattern 

<:an propagate into the past. It is consistent with one old legend to the effect that 

prophets cannot forete I I their own deathr but inconsistent with other legends. Of 

ccursc r even if it is true that precognition cannot be used to foresee ones own death, 

other explanations are available to account for thi~! and it is therefore not a pre-

didion very specific to the present model. 

These properties that ;::re:::og::Hion should satisfy according to this model 

suggest a number of experimental tests of the validity of the model. Several of these 

t:3StS will be discussed in the next section. 

, 
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IV. Tests of the Future Memory Model of Precognition 

In order for a model or explanation of any phenomena to have any value, it 

i~iust b possible to confront it with experimental tests, or to make new observations 

of the phenomena about which the model makes specific predictions. This is not 

;:::rd to do for the "future memory" model of precognition, provided always that we 

h'J'IO fairly definite evidence that precognition is occurring in a specific instance. 

The simplest aspect of the model to test is probably the predi ction that a 

Fercipient can precognize only those things he will eventually know through ordinary 

rerception •. In order to test this prediction, one might first make a search of the 

literature on precognition to see whether accurate predictions have been made under 

conditions that preclude the obtaining of the infarmation by the percipient at anytime 

after I-he prediction was made. If this .turn~ out to be the case, it would be evidence 

against the model. 

A more convincing test would involve an experiment-designed for the purp,:,se. 

The simplest version of this might be a precognition test in which the results are not 

ever revecded to the subject. A slightly more sophisticated version would involve a 

randomized deci:;;on pattern for revealing tr,.:: data a fixed time after the trial. A 

co~parison of the rate of success when the data are revealed as against those in which 

they are not could indicate the validity or invalidity of the model even if the level 

of precosnirion was low. 

A possible objection to such experiments is that it is difficult to ensure that 

the object will never have access to the data at any future time. Ho'Never, if point 
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2) al:Ovc is correct, information obtained long after the trial has taken place would 

t(;! useless, because of the decay of the advanced pattern at times long before it is 

cstablished~ A test of this point can also be carried out along the lines described 

d:ove, if it is found that the basic effect exists. To do this, it would be necessary to 

;;ve information about the data to the percipient at various time intervals after the 

:ricl, and investigate how the success rate of precognition would vary with this 'dme 

c!-:;iclY. If the model is correct, there should 00 a dependence on time delay that is 

$:milor to the dependenc~ of shod term memory on the time lapse after the initiating 

sHmulus. i am assuming here that there is no precognitive ~quivalent for long term 

r:,~rnorYI as the latter appears to involve a kind of static chemical storage, rather than 

en oscillating pattern in the brain. If this assumption were wrong, the particular test 

just described would give 'negative results, and precognition would be possible of any 

event up tel the death of the percipient. This possibility, while it should be kept in 

mind, seems less likely to me. 

Another test,able aspect of the model is that the success rate of precognition 

should not depend on the spatiai location, or any other physical attributes of the 

event being precognized. This could be tested by varying such attributes of the tar-

set, but keeping the information about it eventually furnished to the percipient, and 

the time advance, constant. Under these condhi ons the success rate would not be cx-

pected to vary, even if tha target is at astronomical distances, or is extremely well 

shielded. These properties are in qualitative agreerrcnt with some anecdoted reports 

of precognition. 

Finally, if the mode I is ,,:.xrect, we would expect precogni tive abi lity to vary 
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f:reatly from person to person, just as short term memory does. In fact, it is possible 

thc:t the same people that have good short term memories would also be good at pre-

cGrJnition, although that connection is not definite. Nevertheless, it would be worth 

;-csi"ing people with good memories for precognitive abilities. Furthermorer it should 

;a Fossi ble to improve precognitive obi lity by using the techni ques thClt are used to 

1,n;)rove short term memory', Probably, ,"nose techniques would improve the accessibil-

jj"y of the odvanced pattern to the conscious mind, rather than affecting the absolute 

n;i1:Junt of advanced pattern generated by the event. The latter amount is probably' 
, , 

rhte:rnineci by the basic laws by which the brain operates l and not subject to altera-

rion by training. 

b8!ieve that if a series of experiments of the type des'cribed is carried out 

\';ith a subject who has re,al precognitive ability, it would definitely decid~ whether 

th2 r.li.~mory model of precognition is valid. Perhaps what is "even more important, 

su.:h oxperimenl"s would furnish much new information about precognitionr which would 

te u'scrul in any caser even if the model should prove wrong. 
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V. Conclusions and Discussion 

Since I believe in a materialist description of natural phenomena, including 

thOSG inv~lving human reings, I helieve that if advanced effects occur in the human 

brain, they must occur elsewhere in the world, since brains are made of the same kind 

of matter as other objects are. It ':herefore appears plausible to me l'hat if the future 

memory model of precognition is valid, that it should also be possible to detect ad-

vanced effects outside of the human brain, perhaps in the type of experiment that Dr. 

hJewman plans to carry out. Corwersely, if his experiments gave a posil'ive result, 

showing that advanced effects do occur, it would lead more credence to the idea that 

['hey are what is invol ved in precognition. Even if the advanced effects are very 

small compared with the retarded ones, this would not rule out their ?Iaying a role in 

brain processes, p~ovided that they are larger than the "nci_se" background. It would 

be interesting to estimate how small the ratio of advanced to retarded effects could 

be in the brain, and still have the advanced effects be useful,' but I have not tried to 

do this. 

Fhysicists have somel"imes raised the objection that any occurrence of ad-

vanced effects in nature would lead to unavoidable paradoxes, and ~ausal anomalies. 

Careful analysis of this question has not substantiated this c1aim,
2 

but the question 

is nol- completely closed. However, it sh'ould be recognized that if such problems 

exist, they would a/so occur just i.-om the existence of precognition, whatever the 

physical interpretation of the ·phenomenon. The analyses that have been carried out 

of possible causal anomalies CL':: to advanced effects could usefully be applied to the 

precognition directly, rather than to its physical interpretation. I believe that the 
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17. 

limited accuracy of precognition, and especially the impossibility of knowing whether 

a given precognition will turn out to be accurate until after the event has occurred, 

(:;iiminate the possibility of such causal anomalies, but it would be worthwhile to carry 

fhe analysis through. 

Finally~ it would be inf'eresting to follow up on a suggestion that is sometime's 

rn<~de, and investigate the extent to which all valid reports of extrasensory perception 

:':C!Il be explained in terms of ordinary perception, combined with precognition. My 

iinpression is that many such reports can be so explained, but I do not know if they 

ell can be. If it were possible to do so, this would mark a substanHal advance in our 

l}rderstanding of these phenomena, andin linking them to other aspects of the physical 

\,/Dr!d thaI: we know better. 
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